A use of Information and Communication Technologies in the framework of Advanced Management of Transportation systems: Dynamic OD Matrix Estimation
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Abstract—Origin-Destination (OD) trip matrices are the primary data input used in principal traffic and transit models, which describe the patterns of trips/passengers across the area of study. In this way, OD matrices become a critical requirement in Advanced Transport Management and/or Information Systems that are supported by Dynamic Assignment models. In the future, once combined dynamic traffic and transit assignment tools will be available to practitioners, the problem of estimating the time-dependent number of trips/passengers between transportation zones would be a critical aspect for real applications. However, because OD matrices are not directly observable, the current practice consists of adjusting an initial or seed matrix from link/segment counts which are provided by an existing layout of traffic counting stations or data gathering in the field (detection layout) for non-dynamic models. The typical approaches to time-dependent OD estimation have been based either on Kalman-Filtering or on bi-level mathematical programming approaches that can be considered in most cases as ad hoc heuristics. The advent of the new Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) makes available new types of real-time traffic and passenger data with higher quality and accuracy, allowing new modeling hypotheses which lead to more computationally efficient algorithms. This paper presents a Kalman Filtering approach that explicitly exploits data available from Bluetooth sensors to simplify an underlying space-state model, and describes the validation of the proposal through a set of simulation experiments, either on networks or corridors. Those involve car data provided by the detection of the electronic signature of on-board devices. Finally, an extension of the framework to the estimation of passenger matrices is addressed when data from passenger’s electronic signature devices are available.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the next 25 years, demand for liquid fuels will be increasing more rapidly in the transportation sector than in any other end-use sector [1]. A primary factor in the projected increase of energy demand for transportation is the steadily rising demand for personal travel but at a time when the environmental implications of modern life are scrutinized, reducing the energy spent on transport is a key objective for achieving sustainability for our way of life. Future trends in transportation demand will be influenced by government policies directed at reducing emissions and congestion while promoting alternative fuels, new vehicle technologies, and mass transit.

Conceptually, the basic architectures of Advanced Traffic Information Systems (ATIS) and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS) mainly share the same model components; Fig.1 depicts schematically that of an integrated generic ATMS/ATIS:

- A road network equipped with detection stations, which provides the data supporting the applications in a timely fashion.
- A Data Collection system collecting raw real-time traffic data that must be filtered and checked before being used by the models supporting the management system.
- An ad hoc Historic Traffic Database storing the traffic data used by traffic models in combination with the real-time data.
- Dynamic Traffic and Transit models aimed at estimating and short term forecasting the traffic state, fed with real-time and historic data.
- Time Dependent Origin-Destination (OD) matrices are inputs to models for Advanced Traffic Management. The estimation algorithms combine real-time and historic data along with other inputs which are not directly observable.

- Estimated and predicted states of the network are compared with the expected states. If the comparison is OK, then no action is taken; otherwise, a decision is made (traffic policy) to achieve the desired objectives.
We draw attention in this paper to the main requirement of ATIS/ATMS: the estimation of time-dependent Origin to Destination (OD) matrices from measurements of traffic or transit variables. We assume that the usual traffic data collected by inductive loop detectors (i.e. volumes, occupancies and speeds) are complemented by accurate measurements of travel times and speeds between two consecutive sensors based on new technologies able to capture the electronic signature of specific devices, either on-board devices for cars or mobile phones for passengers in public transportation lines.

The sensor captures the public parts of the Bluetooth or Wi-Fi signals within its coverage radius, the most relevant being the MAC address, whose uniqueness makes it possible to use a matching algorithm to log the device when it becomes visible to the sensor. A vehicle/passenger equipped with a Bluetooth device traveling along the network is logged and time-stamped at time $t_1$ by the sensor at location 1. After traveling a certain distance it is logged and time-stamped again at time $t_2$ by the sensor at location 2 downstream. The difference in time stamps $\tau = t_2 - t_1$ measures the travel time of the trip with that mobile device. The speed is also measured, assuming that the distance between both locations is known.

Data captured by each sensor is sent to a central server by wireless telecommunications for processing. The basic principles on how these sensors operate are depicted in Fig. 2.

Traffic detectors are usually the means for measuring fundamental traffic variables (i.e. flows, speeds and occupancies), whose values determine the state of the traffic system. Origin-to-Destination trip matrices describe the number of trips between any origin-destination pair in a traffic network.

A pilot project was conducted north of Barcelona (Spain) on a 40 km long section of the AP-7 Motorway, between Barcelona and the French border and it has been reported in [2]. The project was addressed to validate the use of Bluetooth (BT) data for traffic estate estimation.

All formulations of static traffic or transit assignment models [3], as well as dynamic [4, 5, 6, 7], assume that a reliable estimate of an OD is available. However, OD matrices are not yet directly observable, even less so in the case of the time-dependent OD matrices that are necessary for Dynamic Models; consequently, it has been natural to resort to indirect estimation methods. These indirect estimation methods are the so-called matrix adjustment methods, whose main modeling hypothesis can be stated as follows: if the number of trips in the links/segments defined in a network are the consequence of the assignment of an OD matrix onto a network, then, if we are capable of measuring vehicles per link (passengers by segment of transit line), the problem of estimating the OD matrix that generates such loading can be considered as the inverse of the assignment problem. Since the earlier formulation of the problem by Van Zuylen and Willumsen [8], the matrix adjustment problem has been a relevant research and practical problem. Bi-level methods based on traffic assignment or transit assignment problem in the inner-level models are widely propose in literature and use in practical transportation planning studies.

The adequacy of the detection layout strongly determines the quality of the adjusted OD matrices. The usual approaches to the Detection Layout problem assume that detectors are located at network links, although some proposals to locate detectors on intersection have been developed and seem more suitable to real-time data collected by emerging Information and Communication Technologies [9].

Route choice models describe how trips select the available paths between origins and destinations and, as a consequence, the number of trips using a given path in private transportation modes. In other words, they describe the path flows or the path flow proportions, depending on whether we refer to the number of trips using a path or to the fraction of trips using a path, with respect to the total number of trips between the corresponding origin and destination. This first prototype for dynamic OD matrix estimation was programmed in MatLab and the formulation did not allow multiple paths between origin-destination zones [2]. We extended the original formulation suitable for freeways to general network structures in [10].

Currently, we are working with counts and travel times provided by BT on-board devices in a pilot study in the medium-size urban network of Eixample district in Barcelona. The site is being equipped with BT sensors, according to [2], but data are not available yet. To test the approach to dynamic OD matrix estimation, we have conducted three large sets of simulation experiments with AIMSUN simulator [11] to
emulate BT equipped vehicles. Firstly, we tested an urban freeway in Barcelona—a 11.551-km-long section of the Ronda de Dalt—between the Trinitat and the Diagonal Exchange Nodes. The site has 11 entry ramps and 12 exit ramps on the section being studied, fully equipped on ramps, which flows in the direction of Llobregat (to the south of the city), in fact, it is a particular case of a network structure, i.e. a linear freeway. Secondly, a small urban network modeling Amara district in Donosti (north of Spain) was considered, with 232 links, 142 nodes and 85 OD pairs, with a rich structure of alternative paths between OD pairs, totaling 358 paths according to Dynamic User Equilibrium OD paths for the selected demand matrix computed with Dynameq [12], the detection layout was considered to be of 48 ICT detectors.

Eixample district in Barcelona is being used for the final validation of the linear Kalman-filter formulation [13] developed by the authors. The selected time-horizon is 1h and 15 min, with subintervals of 1.5 to 5 min. The scenario contains 877 OD pairs and a set of almost 2000 OD paths define the state variables in the formulation, these paths correspond to the set of “most likely OD paths” according to the Dynamic User Equilibrium behavioral hypothesis (those accounting for more than 5% of the total OD flows in the whole horizon of simulation). Equipped and non equipped vehicle data are emulated with AIMSUN [11] and the dynamic OD estimation process is coded in MatLab. Firstly, we outline the the Kalman filter formulation. Secondly, we describe the design of the experimental tests by simulation and present some results. Thirdly, we consider some conclusions and lines for further research.

II. FORMULATION

The space-state formulations based on Kalman Filtering have always been an appealing approach to the estimation of time dependent OD matrices. In this paper we propose a recursive linear Kalman-Filter for state variable estimation that combines and modifies the earlier works in [4,5,6,7], adapting their models to take advantage of travel times and traffic counts collected by both tracking Bluetooth equipped vehicles and conventional detection technologies.

A basic hypothesis is that equipped and non-equipped vehicles follow common OD patterns. We assume that this holds true in what follows and that it requires a statistical contrast for practical applications. Expansion factors for everything from equipped vehicles to total vehicles, in a given interval, can be estimated by using the inverse of the proportion of ICT counts to total counts at centroids; expansion factors are assumed to be shared by all OD paths and pairs with a common origin centroid and initial interval.

We model the time-varying dependencies between measurements (sensor counts of equipped vehicles) and state variables (deviates of equipped OD path flows), adapting an idea of Lin and Chang [7], for estimating discrete approximations to travel time distributions. The estimation of these distributions is made on the basis of flow models which induce nonlinear relationships that require extra state variables, leading to a non linear KF approach. Since our approach exploits the travel ICT time measurements from equipped vehicles, we can replace the nonlinear approximations by estimates from a sample of vehicles. This has advantages that constitute a major contribution of this paper because no extra state variables for modeling travel times and traffic dynamics are needed, since sampled travel times are used to estimate discrete travel time distribution (H bins are used for adaptive approximations). Additionally, travel times collected from ICT sensors are incorporated into the proposed model and it is not necessary that vehicles reach their destination, since at any intermediate sensor that they pass by the travel time measured from the entry point (centroid) to that sensor updates the discrete travel time approximation.

The approach assumes an extended state variable for M+1 sequential time intervals of equal length Δt, M is the maximum number of time intervals required for vehicles to traverse the entire network in a congested scenario.

The solution provides estimations of the OD matrices for each time interval up to the k-th interval. State variables Δq_{ij}(k) are deviations of OD path flows q_{ij}(k) relative to historic OD path flows \hat{q}_{ij}(k) for equipped vehicles.

III. DESIGN OF COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The simulation experiments for testing the proposed approach have been conducted using an historic dynamic OD matrix sliced into 15-minute slices to emulate demand variability, corresponding to a rise in congested conditions. This OD, considered the true historical OD matrix, has been determined through simulation by building the Macro Fundamental Diagram (MFD) for the network (Daganzo and Geroliminis [14]). Therefore, congestion is not a design factor in these experiments. Microscopic simulation with AIMSUN induces variability in the historical inputs in a realistic way and produces target OD flows per interval (related to the true historical OD matrix) and provide the inputs to the KFX model in terms of counts for ordinary and BT equipped vehicles and travel times from entry i to BT sensor q.

Fig. 3 depicts the methodological framework for the simulation experiments. The assumed OD matrix is the result of applying some perturbation to the true historical matrix, related to the design, from most to less important factors according to provisional results encountered so far: firstly, BT (ICT technology, in general) penetration rates; secondly, the quality of the historic OD matrix, in patterns and flow magnitudes, and last, but not least, the structure of a priori variance-covariance matrices involved in the Kalman filter.
Target OD flows per interval are compared with estimated OD flows (filtered OD flows) per interval at OD pair level by means of U Theil’s coefficient and the normalized root mean square error (RMSEN). Weighted indicators for subsets of OD pairs (usually subset of OD pairs whose hourly flow is in 25% of higher flows) and a weighted global indicator for the whole set of OD pairs are also computed (GU, GRMSEN).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The computational experiments show that the proposed linear Kalman-Filtering approach to dynamic OD matrix estimation provides good estimates of target values in the simulation tests in network and freeway sites. BT data simplifies the dynamic estimation of OD matrices by a KF approach because it is a linear filter and reduces the computational burden when compared to well-known formulations in the literature that use Extended Kalman Filter.

The strategy of collecting the DUE most likely used paths according to Dynamic Equilibrium models --and, thus, defining KFX state variables-- seems promising, since time-dependent path proportion shares and assignment matrices are not employed in the formulation.

The horizon of study has to be divided in time intervals of length $\Delta t$, usually 1.5 to 5 minutes, depending on the network size (and travel times involved), OD flows and BT penetration rates.

OD pairs with large volumes are not seriously affected neither by the quality of the assumed historical matrix nor by BT penetration rates under 50% (around 20% in real sites) and thus the proposed KF approach for dynamic OD matrix estimation exhibits good convergence properties that are needed for practical applications in urban networks, corridors and freeways.

Further lines of research consider the case of a public transportation network as being the subject of study, thus, Origin-to-Destination matrices describe the number of passengers between OD pairs or origin-to-destination stations. We are adapting previous proposals [15, 16] to the dynamic case. Optimal strategy models in transit assignment describe stations and transfers where transit lines are combined to satisfy trip needs. Strategies in transit assignment models are generalization of the path concept for traffic models, we are now in the process of adapting the Kalman filter equations.
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